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CLEAR SKY OVER COLOGNE

It was exceptionally clear weather over Cologne last night. Not

only was there no trace of cloud in the sky, but a strong east wind blew

away the smoke and haze which often lies over this district - one of the

most highly industrialized in all Germany, A brilliant moon lit rivers,

streets, and factories as our bombers went over.

All Cologne’s anti-aircraft guns and 120 searchlights seemed to

be in action, and there were many night fighters up as well; it was the

kind of night on which the German pilots must have been able to see cur

bombers even from a mile or two away.

Several of our crews crossing the French coast could see other

British bombers some distance away on either side of them, A squadron

leader, flying in a Wellington, said that although he had. been to

Cologne four times before, this was by far the most successful attack

he had seen.

"The Rhine showed up clearly until we came to Cologne,” he said.

"We could see the river far ahead as it wound through the country.

The whole city was laid out before us, and I could see its shape as

though on a map.

"We ran over the railway bridge and then dropped cur bombs. Good

fires were burning and when I say good I mean good.' We were one of the

last over the target, and some of the bigger fires seemed to be joining

up with each other then.

"We saw two fighters but evidently they didn1 t see us; at any

rate they didn’t attack.
»

"Another Wellington in our squadron was attacked by a Messerschmitt

110. The enemy was beaten off. The rear-gunner put in several good bursts

and thinks he may have got it."


